Introduction
Albuterol sulfate (AS), also called salbutamol, is a water-soluble, relatively selective β 2 -adrenergic agonist. It is used clinically to treat asthma, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, and bronchiectasis. The chemical name of AS is 1-(4-hydroxy-3-hydroxymethlphenyl)-2-(tert-butylamino)ethanol sulfate (2:1) (salt). Pharmaceutical formulations of AS include tablets, syrups, metered dose inhalers, and nebulized inhalation solutions. 1 These formulations provide lung-deposition ratios of only 5.5%-40.5%. a concentration approximately 10% of that found in serum, 6 and has favorable biocompatibility. Self-assembling albumin NPs containing doxorubicin have been shown to significantly reduce tumor size following pulmonary administration in a mouse model of lung cancer. 7 Tacrolimus, an insoluble therapeutic agent, has been encapsulated in albumin NPs for pulmonary fibrosis therapy, and these NPs have remarkable antifibrotic efficacy in mice. 8 In our previous research, bovine serum albumin (BSA) NPs carrying IFN were successfully prepared for pulmonary administration. 9 However, the development of AS-loaded BSA-NPs has not been reported.
The interaction between drug and carrier is one of the important factors to be considered in developing a new DDS. 10 A systematic understanding of these interactions is essential for the design, development, and optimization of new types of NPs. 11 Currently, a lot of methods, including experimental techniques and theoretical calculations, have been used for studying drug-serum albumin interactions. Experimental strategies, such as Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy, 12, 13 synchronous fluorescence spectroscopy, 12, 14, 15 ultravioletvisible spectroscopy, 13, 14 circular dichroism spectra, 16 and Förster resonance energy transfer, 15 can provide molecular information from a macro perspective, but these conventional strategies have limited ability to reveal specific binding sites of drug molecules to albumin. Theoretical calculations like molecular dynamics (MD) simulations have the potential to study these binding site interactions and provide insights into the structure and dynamics of complex systems at the atomic level at shorter timescales (nanosecond) for biological processes. 17 Surface plasmon resonance (SPR) spectroscopy may reveal binding mechanisms and improve our molecular models of ligand-receptor interactions. It exploits the excitation of surface plasmon to investigate such molecular interactions in real time with high sensitivity, but without requiring any additional molecular probes. 18, 19 Furthermore, the release behaviors found with drug NPs may indirectly mirror the interactions between drugs and carriers.
BSA is widely utilized as a carrier protein in experimental research and the pharmaceutical industry, 20, 21 because it has low cost, abundant availability, and similarity to human serum albumin. 22 In this study, both computational and experimental methods were utilized to explore the mechanism of AS-BSA interaction. Accordingly, MD simulation was performed first to explore binding sites, binding affinity, and the critical binding site on BSA. Binding energy calculation and decomposition of binding free energy were performed subsequently. Then, SPR spectroscopy was conducted for the sake of revealing the binding mechanism and model of AS and BSA in real time. Following the combination of the results of MD and SPR, the binding mechanism was hypothesized. Finally, a series of experiments, including preparation, characterization, and in vitro release, were carried out to verify the hypothesis. The interaction analysis between drug and carrier was found to be of benefit for the rational design of formulations of AS to BSANPs, which may be developed as novel pulmonary DDSs.
Materials and methods Materials
BSA (biotechnology grade) was purchased from Hoffman-La Roche Ltd (Basel, Switzerland). AS was obtained from Beijing Ouhe Chemistry Technology Co Ltd (Beijing, People's Republic of China). N-Ethyl-N′- (3-dimethylaminopropyl) carbodiimide, N-hydroxysuccinimide, ethanolamine, and phosphate-buffered saline (PBS)-P buffer were all supplied from GE Healthcare Bio-Sciences AB (Uppsala, Sweden). All other chemicals purchased were of analytical grade.
initial structure construction
The crystal structure of BSA (code 3V03) 23 was obtained from the Protein Data Bank (http://www.rcsb.org/pdb/ explore/explore.do?structureId=3V03), and then was modified using Sybyl-X 2.0 (Certara LP, Princeton, NJ, USA) to construct a complete three-dimensional structure of BSA, with two residues absent at the N-terminal (D1-T2). 9 A protonated AS molecule was constructed by ChemOffice 2010 (CambridgeSoft Corporation, Cambridge, MA, USA), and is shown in Figure 1 . This structure was then optimized in Gaussian 03 24 using the B3LYP/6-31+G basis set after HF/3-21G small-basis-set optimization. The topology and coordinate files were generated by general AMBER (V12, University of California, LA, USA) (assisted model building with energy refinement) force field 25 and acpype.py. 26 
Optimization of Bsa structure
After refinement of the original BSA structure, a GROMACS 5.0.2 (Royal Institute of Technology and Uppsala University, 
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albuterol sulfate-Bsa nPs for pulmonary disease Sweden) 27 program was used to optimize the structure for a reasonable MD simulation. The BSA was modeled in a cubic box with a radius of 11.2 nm, and all residues were parameterized using an AMBER 03 all-atom force field. 28 The box was solvated with TIP3P water molecules 29 and neutralized by sodium ions. In order to establish appropriate geometry, energy was relaxed using the steepest-descent minimization algorithm for all atoms until the maximum force was no larger than 100 kJ/mol/nm. After the energy convergence, the system was conducted under 1 ns constant number, volume, and temperature ensemble with temperature maintained at 298 K and then 1 ns constant number, pressure, and temperature equilibration with pressure at 101.3 kPa, using Nosé-Hoover thermostat 30 and Parrinello-Rahman algorithm, 31 respectively. Long-range electrostatics were described by the particle-mesh Ewald method 32 with a cutoff of 12 Å, and Lennard-Jones interaction was calculated with a cutoff of between 10 and 11 Å with smooth switching. All bonds were constrained by LINCS algorithms. 33 The time step was set to 2 fs and the timescale was 5 ns. Trajectory was collected every 10 ps for analysis.
Molecular dynamics simulation
The 40 ns simulation of the BSA-AS complex system was performed using GROMACS 5.0.2 27 for atomic insights into complex interactions. A box was created with a radius of 11.2 nm, and then one BSA molecule after 5 ns optimization and ten AS molecules after Gaussian optimizing were added into the box. The following procedures and the parameters were the same as used in the optimization of BSA. Following the 40 ns MD simulation, the trajectory was analyzed, and visualization of all trajectories was performed using visual MD.
Binding energy calculation and decomposition
A new GROMACS tool named g_mmpbsa, 34 with performance comparable to the AMBER package 35 that implements a molecular mechanics Poisson-Boltzmann surface area approach, 36 was used to calculate the complex binding energy from MD trajectories. From the production trajectory, 20 snapshots with an interval of 0.2 ns from 33 to 35 ns were extracted. Both the binding free energy components (ΔE elec , ΔE vdw , ΔG polar , and ΔG nonpolar ) and the binding free energy decomposition were calculated by g_mmpbsa, with zero ionic concentration at 298 K and other parameters being set based on the developer's publication. 34 surface plasmon resonance spectroscopy
The binding affinity of AS with BSA was assayed using the SPR-based Biacore T200 (GE Healthcare) at 298 K. 37, 38 BSA was covalently immobilized on a CM5 gold sensor chip (GE Healthcare) by standard amine-coupling chemistry. To activate the carboxyl groups on the sensor surface, a mixture solution of N-ethyl-N′- (3-dimethylaminopropyl) carbodiimide and N-hydroxysuccinimide was injected at a flow rate of 10 μL/min. Then, BSA in 10 mM sodium acetate buffer (pH 4) was injected at a flow rate of 5 μL/min until the immobilization level was more than 6,000 response units (RU). Finally, the remaining active sites in the flow cell were blocked by ethanolamine. The reference flow cell was activated and blocked in the absence of BSA as a control for nonspecific binding. A series of AS solutions with concentration from 1.01 mM to 0.982 μM were prepared using PBS-P buffer (20 mM phosphate buffer, 2.7 mM NaCl, 137 mM KCl, 0.05% surfactant P-20, pH 7.4) with a twofold-dilution method. The solutions were perfused through the BSA immobilization flow cell and a blank immobilization flow cell at 30 μL/min for 60 seconds, followed by dissociation for 10 minutes with running buffer (PBS-P). The data were analyzed by using the Biacore T200 Evaluation software version 2.0 (GE Healthcare Bio-Sciences AB, Upplasa, Sweden).
Preparation of as-loaded Bsa-nPs
BSA-NPs were prepared by a desolvation method with minor modification, as previously reported. 39 AS was loaded into BSA-NPs by two techniques. In the incorporation method, different concentrations of AS (0.5, 1, or 2 mg/mL) were incubated with 1% BSA for 30 minutes. 40 The aqueous solution was 6 mL in volume (pH 7.5) before the synthesis of the NPs. Then, 20 mL of ethanol was added dropwise into the solution under continuous magnetic stirring at room temperature. Subsequently, 100 μL 4% glutaraldehyde was added under stirring, and the solution was stirred overnight to allow cross-linking. The ethanol was then evaporated under vacuum at 313 K to obtain suspensions of AS-BSANPs (ABNI).
In the adsorption method, 1% blank BSA-NPs were prepared first according to the method described earlier, without adding the drug, and incubated. Then, different concentrations of AS (0.5, 1, or 2 mg/mL) were incubated with the 1% blank BSA-NPs at room temperature for 24 hours, and AS-BSA-NPs (ABNA) suspensions were obtained.
Drug-loading efficiency of BSA-NPs
The ability of BSA-NPs to load AS is expressed by drugloading (DL) efficiency, which was calculated as follows: where c AS-free and V are the AS concentration and volume of AS in filtrate, respectively, while m AS-total and m BSA-total are the whole mass of AS and BSA in the preparation, respectively. To determine the DL, the free drug in AS-BSA-NP suspension was separated by ultrafiltration (molecular weight cutoff 30 kDa; EMD Millipore, Billerica, MA, USA) at 10,000 rpm for 15 minutes and was analyzed by ultraviolet spectrophotometry (λ=276 nm). Subsequently, the concentration of AS was calculated by the standard equation between the adsorption intensity of AS and its concentration.
Particle size and morphology of as-Bsa-nPs
The ABNI and the ABNA were chosen for the particle-size and morphology examination, and the AS concentration of both was 2 mg/mL. After dilution with distilled water, the mean grain size and polydispersity index of AS-BSA-NPs were determined by dynamic light scattering using a Nano series Zen 4003 Zetasizer (Malvern Instruments, Malvern, UK), with the following parameters: 298 K, running 15 times, equilibrium time of 60 seconds. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) was used to observe and confirm the morphology of the AS-BSA-NPs (JEM-1230; JEOL, Tokyo, Japan).
in vitro release of as-Bsa-nPs
For probing the velocity and degree of AS release from AS-BSA-NPs, the in vitro release behavior of AS was monitored by using the dialysis-bag diffusion method described previously. 41 ABNI and the ABNA were chosen for the release assay using an AS concentration of 2 mg/mL. A dialysis bag (molecular weight cutoff 8-14 kDa) with 2 mL of prepared NPs was placed in a conical flask with a stopper containing 25 mL pH 7.2 PBS (0.01 mol/L) and spun at 50 rpm at 310±0.5 K. At a predetermined time point, 2 mL release medium was collected and replaced with 2 mL of fresh PBS. Free AS solution (2 mg/mL) in water was used as the positive control. The amount of AS released was evaluated using ultraviolet-visible spectrometry (λ=276nm), and the release curve of cumulative drug release versus time was made accordingly. Cumulative drug release (CR%) was calculated with the following formula: 
where c n is the concentration of AS in the supernatant at a given time point, c i is the concentration of AS in the supernatant at a previously given time, m total is the total mass of AS in AS-BSA-NPs, 25 is the volume of the release medium, and the 2 represents the sample volume at each given time.
Results

Optimization of the initial Bsa
To ensure the rationality of the BSA structure for further MD simulation, free BSA was optimized first. As shown in Figure 2A , the root-mean-square deviation (RMSD) of the backbone atoms reached equilibrium approximately 3.5 ns and fluctuated approximately 0.17 nm, indicating that the three-dimensional structure of the free BSA was stable and reasonable after 5 ns simulation. The structures became more compact for major structural features 42, 43 of the free BSA after 5 ns simulation. The structural features included pocket volume, solvent-accessible surface, and pocket depth, which were slightly smaller than those of the initial free BSA (Supplementary materials).
Binding sites and stability
To elucidate the mechanism of AS binding to BSA, MD simulation of one BSA with ten AS molecules for 40 ns ( Figure 2C ) in a cubic box was carried out. During the simulation, the RMSD of the backbone of the complex with respect to its initial structure was found to reach equilibrium within [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] The radius of gyration not only demonstrated the compactness of protein structures but also provided insights into complex changes in molecular shape. 44 Both free BSA and the AS-BSA complex demonstrated similar radii approximately 2.7 nm (Figure 2A and B), indicating that the compactness of BSA remained unchanged in the presence of AS. However, the fact that the RMSD value of the complex ( Figure 2B ) was slightly larger than that of the free BSA (Figure 2A ) suggested that a synergic conformational change 45 between AS and BSA might have occurred.
The number of hydrogen bonds formed between BSA and each AS molecule versus the time during MD for 40 ns is displayed in Figure 2D . The number of hydrogen bonds of four sites (AS1, AS2, AS3, and AS8) showed higher prevalence than the other sites, ie, these four sites appeared to be the strong binding sites for AS on BSA. Accordingly, a further analysis of these four candidate sites ( Figure 2E ) during a 25-35 ns simulation was performed in terms of the average number of hydrogen bonds (HB n ) per time frame and the average lifetime of each hydrogen bond (HB lifetime ). As depicted in Figure 2F , the results indicated that the binding of AS1 and AS8 to BSA was stronger than that of AS2 or AS3.
Based on the production trajectory, the binding free energy of AS to BSA was calculated by g_mmpbsa. The binding free energy of AS to BSA in the four potential binding sites and the contribution of each component are summarized in Table 1 . Binding free energy can be divided into nonpolar energy (ΔE vdw + ΔG nonpolar ) and polar energy (ΔE ele + ΔG polar ). 46 Generally, the van der Waals interaction (ΔE vdw ) and the nonpolar solvation energy (ΔG nonpolar ) are closely correlated with the hydrophobic interaction: ΔE vdw + ΔG nonpolar values were -39.1, -45.2, -21.2, and -47.1 kJ/mol for AS1, AS2, AS3, and AS8 binding to BSA, respectively, and they failed to achieve statistical significance. This result made it clear that it was the aromatic ring of AS that played the main role in the weak hydrophobic interaction with BSA amid four candidate sites. Polar energy is associated with electrostatic interaction (ΔE ele ). 46 ΔE ele + ΔG polar values were -233.6, -15.2, -19.7, and -28.2 kJ/mol for AS1, AS2, AS3, and AS8 binding to BSA, respectively. Obviously, the polar energy of AS1 to BSA was significantly larger than the others, and showed an important contribution to binding free energy. This result indicated that AS1 had an appreciable electrostatic interaction, while others had weaker electrostatic interactions with BSA. Overall, AS1, with a total binding free energy of -272 kJ/mol, had the strongest binding affinity among the four putative strong-binding sites, and the binding stability of AS to BSA was in the order of AS1  AS2 ≈ AS3 ≈ AS8, which was in good agreement with the previous general hydrogen bond analysis. Therefore, AS1 was the strongest binding site.
critical site interactions
To gain more understanding of the mechanisms at the atomic level, detailed interactions of AS1 with BSA were analyzed. As outlined in Table 2 , there were probably nine hydrogen bonds, with five of them noteworthy. The key hydrogen bonds are represented in Figure 3A . It can be seen that the amino group of Lys239 formed a hydrogen bond with the 
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albuterol sulfate-Bsa nPs for pulmonary disease oxygen (O 3 ) of AS1 (HB2) and was oriented just above the aromatic ring of AS1, which implied that the cation-π interaction probably existed at the same time. Hydrogen bonds between the carboxyl group of Glu243 and the hydroxyl group (O 1 -H) of AS1 came into existence (HB3 and HB4). The carboxyl group of Asp255 formed hydrogen bonds with the oxygen (O 3 ) and the amino group of AS1 simultaneously (HB6 and HB9). All these hydrogen bonds were stable, with duration time all over 80% ( Table 2) . In other words, they were not easy to break during simulation. Additionally, a salt bridge came into being between the carboxyl group of Asp254 and the amino group of AS1. As reported by Xu et al, 47 hydrogen bonds and salt bridges play major roles in electrostatic interactions, and relate to why AS1 and BSA had the strongest interaction.
Water molecules can simultaneously donate and accept two hydrogen bonds, making four types of water bridges feasible (donor-donor, acceptor-acceptor, donor-acceptor, and acceptor-donor). 48 Water bridges of the donor-acceptor type were formed ( Figure 3B ) when the carboxyl group of Glu251 interacted spontaneously with the oxygen (O 3 ) and the amino group of AS1 via water molecules. Unlike hydrogen bonds and salt bridges, water bridges with their weak interaction played a supporting role in the interaction between AS and BSA. 9 The energy decomposition of each residue to the whole AS1-BSA complex system is presented in Figure 3C . It can be seen that residues in or around the binding site played an important role in the binding of AS1 to BSA. Moreover, Glu243 and Asp255 were the biggest contributors, indicating 
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lin et al they were the main anchor residues responsible for the stability of the AS1-BSA complex. This result was in accordance with the detailed interaction analysis ( Table 2) .
Affinity of AS with BSA using SPR
The SPR dose-response sensorgram of AS to immobilized BSA is shown in Figure 4A . Apparently, the binding mode of AS to BSA was fast association and dissociation for equilibrium (steady state), which indicated that no chemical interactions occurred when AS contacted BSA. Based upon the response versus AS concentration (Figure 4B ), the 1:1 Langmuir binding model from the Biacore T200 Evaluation software version 2.0 was used to fit the data. Two binding sites were derived, and yielded an average equilibrium dissociation constant (with standard deviation) for the first site (maximum 3 RU) of 1.163×10 -5 ±2.3×10 -6 M and for the second site (maximum 22 RU) of 8.892×10 -4 ±2.2×10 -4 M. χ 2 -Values for these were 0.165 and 0.272, respectively, which demonstrated that the data fitting separated into two sites was reasonable.
Drug-loading efficiency of BSA-NPs
Various combinations of AS with BSA were taken, and the synthesis of BSA-NPs was done using the desolvation method to ascertain the feasibility of BSA-NPs carrying AS in the experiment. The DL of AS-BSA-NPs prepared by two techniques is given in Table 3 . Interestingly, the DL of ABNI was quite different to that of ABNA. The DL of ABNI increased upon AS concentration, and seemed closely in direct proportion to it. On the other hand, the DL 
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albuterol sulfate-Bsa nPs for pulmonary disease of ABNA was independent of the AS concentration. When the perspective was focused on the binding molecular ratio of BSA bound with AS, it was found that the number of AS molecules bound to one BSA molecule increased from two to eight when the concentration of AS ranged from 0.5 to 2 mg/mL in ABNI, while it was fixed at four in ABNA, irrespective of the AS concentration.
Particle size and morphology of as-Bsa-nPs
The suspensions of ABNI and ABNA obtained were opalescent. As determined by dynamic light scattering, the average diameters of ABNI and ABNA were 199.9±13.2 and 177.6±2.5 nm, respectively. Both had a narrow distribution with a polydispersity index of 0.248±0.064 and 0.167±0.033, respectively ( Figure 5A and B) , implying high thermodynamic stability without aggregation of particles in aqueous media. TEM images showed that both ABNI and ABNA were spherical ( Figure 5C and D) with no significant difference in morphology, and particle size measured from TEM coincided with that from dynamic light scattering.
In vitro release profiles of AS-BSA-NPs
The release mechanism of AS from NPs was investigated by dialysis-membrane diffusion at 310 K. As the cumulative release (%) curve versus time ( Figure 6 ) shows, free AS released rapidly, indicating the dialysis membrane did not restrict its release behavior. Both ABNI and ABNA released AS significantly more slowly than free AS, characterizing the sustained-release profiles of AS-BSA-NPs. The DL values of ABNI (4 mg/100 mg) and ABNA (2 mg/100 mg) were different, but there was no statistically significant difference in cumulative AS release (%). Fitting of drug-release data to various kinetic models was performed, and the results are shown in Table 4 . The best-fitting model for both ABNI-and ABNA-release mechanisms was first-order kinetics.
Discussion
Albumin NPs are of enormous significance for the development of safer and more efficient drug-carrier systems; their specific biological advantages include biodegradability, nontoxicity, and nonimmunogenicity. 49, 50 Additionally, they manifest better stability during storage, and have the special property of targeting tumors and inflamed tissues. These factors make albumin NPs a promising drug carrier in targeted DSs. 51, 52 Abraxane ®53 was approved by the US Food and Drug Administration in 2005, and brought a promising perspective to albumin NPs in clinical applications. Additionally, the freely water-soluble drug sodium ferulate has been encapsulated within BSA-NPs as a strategy for hepatic-targeted drug delivery; it achieved considerable drug accumulation in mouse liver. 39 Although pharmaceutical and biological evaluations have been done on BSA-NPs for DL, investigations into the interactions between drugs and BSA at the atomic level are lacking. With the development of digital technology, computer modeling can assist in the rational design of DDSs with improved and optimized technologies. 54 Complementary experimental and computational studies could enhance our understanding of the underlying interactions of BSA with drug molecules.
BSA, which is comprised of 583 amino acid residues, contains three homologous domains (I, residues 1-195; II, residues 196-383; III, residues 384-583), each of which can be divided into two subdomains (A and B). 13, 55 It is known to contain two major binding sites for the majority of drugs, namely Sudlow site I (also often called the warfarin-binding site) 56 and Sudlow site II (also often called the benzodiazepine site) 57 ( Figure 2E ). Sudlow site I, located in subdomain IIA, is a big hydrophobic cavity where interactive associations of drugs bind. 55 Additionally, Sudlow site II, located in subdomain IIIA, is a strong binding site for fatty acids. 58, 59 In our research, AS1, the high-affinity site located in Sudlow site I (subdomain IIA), was consistent with previous reports from studies by spectroscopic methods. [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] Interestingly, it seemed that molecules like warfarin, with bulky heterocyclic and aromatic groups near a central location of the molecule, were more likely to bind at Sudlow site I. 60 This binding occurred via hydrophobic interactions with a tryptophan residue in the cavity. However, AS1 presented as having high affinity for this site via strong electrostatic interaction rather than tryptophan residue ( Figure 3C ), as a result of hydrogen bonds that formed between AS1 and Glu243 and Asp255 ( Figure 3A and B) . This may indicate that the hydrophobic cavity also contains two clusters of polar residues: an inner cluster toward the bottom of the pocket and an outer cluster at the pocket entrance. 56 Except for AS1, the other sites were of low affinity via weak hydrophobic and electrostatic interaction.
SPR that has emerged during the last 2 decades is a suitable and reliable platform in the detection of low-and high-affinity interaction for biomolecular interactions. 19, 61 In this study, the results from both SPR and the MD simulation confirmed that there were two binding sites: the first of which was the high-affinity site corresponding to AS1 ( Figure 4B ) and the second of which might represent the integrated performance of several low-affinity sites corresponding to AS2, AS3, and AS8 ( Figure 4B ). The mechanistic research on AS binding to BSA suggests a valuable strategy for understanding the interactions of water-soluble drugs with BSA.
The pK a and log-P values of albuterol were 10.3 and 1.3, respectively, indicating its strong hydrophilic characteristics The experimental practices proved that the pH value of the aqueous solution was optimized to be 7.5 when the maximum DL was achieved. ABNI would not have been successfully prepared if the pH value continued to decrease, because the isoelectric point of BSA is 4.7.
As there were several binding sites on BSA for protonated AS, as the amount of AS per volume solution increased, the BSA to binding AS went up as well, ie, the DL of ABNI was positively correlated with the AS concentration used for the preparation. Nevertheless, in the adsorption method, the BSA was first fabricated into the BSA-NP matrix, and then drugs were adsorbed onto the matrix surface. After achieving the kinetic equilibrium state, no further net AS would be absorbed onto the matrix. Ultimately, the DL of ABNA is independent of AS concentration used for preparation. As reported previously 12 with regard to water-soluble drugs, DL can be augmented in BSA-NPs with 12-hour incubations. The present investigation of interactions between AS and BSA not only provides a theoretical basis to explain the efficacy of preincubation, but also serves as a guideline for improving the DL of BSA-NPs.
Even though the method of BSA-NPs carrying AS was different, the release profiles of both ABNI and ABNA showed best fit in a first-order kinetics model. They also presented some information on sustained-release profiles, and documented that AS released completely within 6 hours. It was clear that the interactions of AS with the NPs (either being encapsulated into BSA-NPs via electrostatic interaction or being absorbed onto the BSA-matrix surface) were physical. Consequently, under the force of concentration gradients, AS release followed the same kinetic law. Since AS is a-firstline agent for treatment and prevention of bronchospasm in patients with asthma and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, 62, 63 the pharmacodynamic properties of AS-BSANPs should confer benefits to these patients via the targeted and rapid release of a bronchodilator after NPs arrive at the distal bronchi. Large hollowed NP aggregates have many merits, including prolonging drug release, enhanced drug utilization, and alleviation of administration frequency, giving rise to improved patient compliance. 64, 65 As a consequence, we plan to prepare large hollowed NP aggregates 66 based on AS-BSA-NPs to improve lung drug deposition via drypowder inhalation to enhance therapeutic efficacy.
In this paper, the binding mechanism of AS to BSA at the molecular level was investigated via a combination of experimental and computational studies, and the findings provided guidance for the rational design of BSA carrying small water-soluble drugs as well. According to the binding free energy calculation, the solvation energy term of the AS-BSA complex was a little larger, accounting for the high solubility of AS. Therefore, significant benefits may be derived by the adoption of such strategies as polyethylene glycol modification to increase the DL of BSA-NPs. Moreover, in the future, a further analysis of BSA assembly utilizing all-atom and coarse-grained simulation will be conducted based on the results of this paper to provide more valuable information for BSA-NPs as a DDS. 
Supplementary materials Brief introduction of g_mmpbsa
G_mmpbsa is an alternative tool based on GROMACS and APBS 1 packages to calculate the binding free energy using the MM-PBSA method. The binding free energy of complex in solvent is calculated as:
where ΔE MM is the vacuum potential energy and ΔG solvation is the free energy of solvation. ΔE MM is calculated based on molecular mechanic (MM) force-field parameters.
where ΔE vdw is the van der Waal interaction utilizing the Lennard-Jones potential function and ΔE elec is electrostatic interaction using the Coulomb potential function. The free energy of solvation is calculated using an implicit solvent model based on the MM Poisson-Boltzmann surface area (PBSA) approach, and is expressed as follows:
where ΔG polar , estimated by solving the Poisson-Boltzmann equation, is the electrostatic contribution to solvation free energy and ΔG nonpolar , adopting the solvent-accessible surface area (SASA) model most commonly, represents nonpolar solvation free energy.
where γ is a coefficient related to surface tension of the solvent, A is SASA, and b is a fitting parameter. Furthermore, every residue's energy contribution can be evaluated by binding energy decomposition, and energy contribution summed over all residues is equal to the binding energy. However, the entropy term is not included in g_mmpbsa tool.
2
Binding pocket analysis for initial and molecular dynamics-bovine serum albumin
For insight into molecular structure changes, initial free bovine serum albumin (BSA) and free BSA after 5 ns molecular dynamics (MD) simulation were analyzed by DoGSiteScorer. 3 As shown in Table S1 , the values for pocket volume, solvent-accessible surface, and pocket depth of MD-BSA were slightly lower than those of initial BSA 
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rMsD of backbone atoms of complex during 40 ns MD simulation
The RMSD value of the backbone atoms of the complex during 40 ns MD simulation is shown in Figure S1 . Obviously, before 25 ns, the RMSD value gradually increased, and after 35 ns it increased sharply. However, the RMSD reached equilibrium within 25-35 ns and fluctuated at approximately 0.2 nm, indicating that the simulation system was equilibrated.
